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The effects of librations on the 13C chemical shift and 2H electric field
gradient tensors in b-calcium formate
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The magnitudes and orientations of the principal elements of the13C chemical shift anisotropy
~CSA! tensor in the molecular frame of the formate ion inb-calcium formate is determined using
one-dimensional dipolar-shift spectroscopy. The magnitudes of the principal elements of the
13C CSA tensor ares11C5104 ppm, s22C5179 ppm, ands33C5233 ppm. The least shielding
element of the13C CSA tensor,s33C, is found to be collinear with the C–H bond. The temperature
dependence of the13C CSA and the2H quadrupole coupling tensors inb-calcium formate are
analyzed for a wide range of temperature~173–373 K!. It was found that the span of the13C CSA
and the magnitude of the2H quadrupole coupling interactions are averaged with the increasing
temperature. The experimental results also show that the2H quadrupole coupling tensor becomes
more asymmetric with increasing temperature. A librational motion about thes22C axis of the
13C CSA tensor is used to model the temperature dependence of the13C CSA tensor. The
temperature dependence of the mean-square amplitude of the librational motion is found to be
^a2&52.631024(T) rad2 K21. The same librational motion also accounts for the
temperature-dependence of the2H quadrupole coupling tensor after the relative orientation of the
13C CSA and2H electric field gradient tensors are taken into account. Reconsideration of the results
of a previous study found that the librational motion, not the vibrational motion, accounts for an
asymmetry in the1H–13C dipolar coupling tensor ofa-calcium formate at room temperature.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01048-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Characterization of small-amplitude motions, such as
brations and librations, is important to understand the str
ture and dynamics of molecules in solids. For the past
decades, solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectro
~SSNMR! has been proven to be an excellent tool for su
studies.1–7 In SSNMR, information about small-amplitud
motions is obtained from the effect the motions have on
nuclear spin interaction tensors. Several studies have sh
that small-amplitude motions average several nuclear
interaction tensors such as the chemical shielding anisot
~CSA!,1 the heteronuclear dipolar coupling interaction,2–4

and the electric field gradient~EFG!.6

Formate ions are known to undergo both vibrational a
librational motions in crystalline solids.5,8–14 A previous
study attempted to characterize the small amplitude mot
of formate ions in crystalline calcium formate.15 They ob-
served an asymmetry in the formate ion’s1H–13C dipolar
coupling tensor and it was interpreted by considering
vibrations of the formate ion. However, the study of a simi
compound, Cu~DCOO!2•4D2O, revealed that formate ions i
Cu~DCOO!2•4D2O undergo librational motions about a
axis in the plane of the formate ion.5 Since librational and

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
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vibrational motions have different effects on nuclear sp
interaction tensors, it is important to understand the natur
the motions present in calcium formate and how they aff
the nuclear spin interaction tensors measured using SSN
methods. In this study, we identified the small-amplitu
motions present inb-calcium formate and their effects on th
nuclear spin interaction tensors. We studied the temperat
dependence of the13C CSA and the2H EFG SSNMR spectra
of Ca~HCOO!2 and Ca~DCOO!2, respectively. The results
provide useful information of small-amplitude motions
rigid crystalline solids.

II. EXPERIMENT

All experiments were performed on a Chemagnetics
finity 400 MHz solid-state NMR spectrometer operating a
field of 9.4 T with resonance frequencies of 400.14, 100.
and 61.42 MHz for 1H, 13C, and 2H, respectively. All
samples consisted of randomly oriented crystalline powd
For the magic angle spinning~MAS! experiments, the
samples were packed in a 5 mmzirconia rotor and performed
using either a 5 mmChemagnetics double or triple resonan
MAS probe. The typical spinning speed during MAS expe
ments was 3.5 kHz. For experiments under MAS conditio
a two-pulse phase modulated~TPPM! decoupling sequence16

was used for decoupling protons during13C data acquisition.
il:
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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All 13C spectra of Ca~HCOO!2 were obtained using the
cross-polarization~CP! sequence with a contact time of 1
ms and a recycle delay of 5–60 s. The lower tempera
experiments required a longer recycle delay. An rf fie
strength of 55 kHz was used for CP, and 90 kHz was use
decouple protons during13C data acquisition. After CP, a
180° pulse was inserted to refocus the13C magnetization to
overcome difficulties due to receiver dead time and the s
ond half of the spin–echo was acquired. For the o
dimensional dipolar-shift experiments,17 the proton decou-
pling frequency had an offset of 64 kHz from the wat
resonance frequency during data acquisition. This es
lished an effective decoupling field at the magic angle18

Magic angle rf irradiation of protons suppressed the proto
proton dipolar interactions, while scaling the1H–13C hetero-
nuclear dipole–dipole interaction by 0.58. The resultant o
dimensional spectrum consisted of the13C CSA and the
scaled1H–13C dipolar coupling interactions.17 This type of
spectrum is referred to as a dipolar-shift spectrum in t
article. All 13C spectra were referenced externally throu
adamantane~38.6/29.5 ppm! relative to tetramethylsilane
~TMS!.

All nonspinning 2H experiments on Ca~DCOO!2 were
performed on a home-built probe using a quadrupolar e
sequence, 90°-t-90°-t-acq,19 with a 90° pulse length of 2ms,
t540ms, and a repetition rate of 3 s. The spectra were
quired with 2048 complex data points, with a dwell of 1ms,
and zero-filled to 8192 data points. For the13C MAS experi-
ments on Ca~DCOO!2, the 13C signal was directly detecte
with a 90° pulse length of 3.5ms and a repetition rate of 60s
The 2H nuclei were not decoupled during the MAS expe
ments because the MAS spectra showed no signs of13C–2H
dipolar coupling.

Simulations of all spectra were carried out using
FORTRAN 77 program orIGOR 3.14 ~Wavemetrics, Tigar, Or-
egon! on a Macintosh computer. The matrix calculations d
cussed in Sec. IV were accomplished usingMAPLE ~Waterloo
Maple, Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada! on a Unix worksta-
tion. The simulations used standard equations17 and the
equality,

s22C53s isoC2s11C2s33C, ~1!

was used becauses isoC was determined with high accurac
and was found to be independent of temperature.

Calcium formate was purchased from Fluka~Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin!. Calcium hydroxide was purchased fro
Fisher~Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania! and deuterated formic aci
~formyl-D, 98%! was purchased from Cambridge Isoto
Laboratories~Andover, Massachusetts!. All were used with-
out further purification. To make Ca~DCOO!2, Ca~OH!2 and
DCOOH were mixed in stoichiometric amounts in exce
water and the solution was evaporated to dryness. The
thesized calcium formate was ina-form. Thea-calcium for-
mate samples were recrystallized from water at 360 K
obtain b-calcium formate.b-calcium formate is stable fo
days below 400 K in a dry atmosphere. All calcium forma
samples contained 1%–2% CuSO4 to shorten theT1 relax-
ation time. The presence of a small amount of paramagn
re
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Cu21 ions was found to have a negligible effect on the o
served NMR spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several polymorphic species of calcium formate ha
been reported.20 Two polymorphic species exist at room tem
perature and they are calleda- and b-calcium formate.
a-calcium formate is the thermodynamically stable specie
room temperature.a-calcium formate has two magneticall
different formate ions per asymmetric unit, but there is on
one formate ion per asymmetric unit inb-calcium formate.21

Figure 1 shows the CP-MAS spectra of these two po
morphs of calcium formate. Figure 1~a! is of an a-calcium
formate powder sample, which gives two isotropic13C
chemical shift peaks at 174 and 174.8 ppm, demonstra
the presence of the two formate ions per asymmetric u
For b-calcium formate powder sample, one isotropic13C
chemical shift peak at 172 ppm was observed, as show
Fig. 1~b!, because there is only one formate ion per asy
metric unit inb-calcium formate. The observed MAS spe
trum was identical for both the deuterated and protona
forms of b-calcium formate. A13C MAS spectrum was ob-
tained before and after each experiment reported here to
firm that theb-calcium formate samples had not converted
a-calcium formate. The isotropic peak of theb-calcium for-
mate samples,s isoC5172.060.1 ppm, was temperature
independent.

A. Molecular orientation of the tensors

The experimental13C chemical shift powder pattern o
b-Ca~HCOO!2 obtained at 173 K is shown in Fig. 2~a! ~solid
line! along with the best-fitting simulated spectrum~dashed
line!. The root-mean-square deviation~RMSD! was calcu-

FIG. 1. Carbon-13 CPMAS spectra of~a! a a-Ca~HCOO!2 powder sample
showing two isotropic chemical shift peaks at 174 and 174.8 ppm, and~b! a
b-Ca~HCOO!2 powder sample showing one isotropic chemical shift peak
172 ppm.
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lated between many simulations and the experimental s
trum in order to estimate the magnitudes of the CSA a
their error ranges as explained in a recent publication.22 The
best-fitting simulated spectrum had the lowest RMSD
tween it and the experimental spectrum. Figure 2~c! shows a
contour diagram of the calculated RMSD between exp
mental13C CSA powder pattern obtained at 173 K@Fig. 2~a!#
and the simulated spectra. The best-fitting simulation
13C CSA magnitudes ofs11C5104 ppm, s22C5179 ppm,
and s33C5233 ppm. An identical procedure was used to
each of the13C CSA spectra reported in this work. The r
ported errors encompass the 5% error contour line~solid line
labeled 1.05 surrounding the best-fitting point!.

The 13C chemical shift~Fig. 3! and2H quadrupolar cou-
pling ~Fig. 4! powder patterns ofb-Ca~HCOO!2 and
b-Ca~DCOO!2, respectively, showed temperature-depend
averaging of the nuclear spin interaction tensors. In orde

FIG. 2. Carbon-13 chemical shift~a! and dipolar-shift~b! spectra of a
b-Ca~HCOO!2 powder sample obtained at 173 K. The dashed lines are
best-fit simulations.~c! The root-mean-square deviation~RMSD! contour
plot relating the simulated13C CSA spectra to the experimental13C CSA
experimental spectrum shown in~a!. The black dot~d! represents the tenso
values of the best-fitting simulation~lowest RMSD! with s11C5104 ppm,
s33C5233 ppm, ands isoC5172 ppm. The lowest RMSD was normalized
1, therefore the solid line labeled 1.05 is the 5% error limit.
c-
d

-

i-

d

t

t
to

correlate the observed spectral averaging with specific
lecular motions, the orientation of the13C CSA principal axis
system~CSPAS! in the molecular frame of the formate io
was determined using the one-dimensional dipolar-s
method.17 To determine the orientation of the13C CSPAS in
the molecular frame, the dipolar-shift spectrum was obtain
at 173 K and is shown in Fig. 2~b! ~solid line!. The orienta-
tion of the 13C CSPAS in the molecular frame was dete
mined by simulating the dipolar-shift spectrum using sta
dard equations relating the13C CSPAS to the1H–13C dipolar

e

FIG. 3. Carbon-13 chemical shift spectra of ab-Ca~HCOO!2 powder
sample obtained at various temperatures as indicated. Note that the13C
chemical shift span decreases with increasing temperature whiles22C is
independent of temperature.

FIG. 4. Deuterium quadrupole coupling spectra of ab-Ca~DCOO!2 powder
sample obtained at various temperatures as indicated: full spectra~A! and
the 40–70 kHz region of the full spectra~B!.
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coupling tensors.17 Based on the best-fitting simulation@Fig.
2~b!, dashed line#, the angle betweens33C and the C–H bond
was determined to be 065°. The 1H–13C dipolar coupling
tensor was assumed to be axially symmetric and collin
with the C–H bond. Since the1H–13C dipolar coupling ten-
sor is collinear withs33C, the orientations ofs11C ands22C

could not be determined from the dipolar-shift powder p
tern. The orientation of the13C CSA tensor was found to b
temperature independent by obtaining dipolar-shift spectr
different temperatures~data not shown!. The1H–13C dipolar
coupling constant was determined to be 19.660.5 kHz,
which corresponds to a bond length of 1.1560.01 Å. This
bond length is longer than the 0.99 Å predicted by the x-
crystal structure21 and the average bond length of 1.10
found by neutron diffraction ofa-calcium formate.23 These
differences are caused by vibrational and librational moti
and theoretical treatments of these discrepancies have
undertaken by others.2–4

To estimate the orientation ofs11C ands22C axes in the
molecular frame, the results of a single crystal study
a-calcium formate were used.24 a-calcium formate has two
formate ions per asymmetric unit and the orientation of b
13C CSA tensors in the molecular frame were reported. O
of these formate ions is symmetric and the other has C
bond distances differing by 0.02 Å.23 The C–O bond dis-
tances are expected to strongly influence of13C CSA tensor
orientation because both oxygen atoms are directly bon
to the carbon atom. Inb-calcium formate, there is only on
formate ion per asymmetric unit and it is not symmetrical;
C–O bond distances differ by 0.018 Å,21 which is similar to
the 0.02 Å difference found for one of the formate ions
a-calcium formate. Therefore, the13C CSA tensor orienta-
tion of b-calcium formate should be similar to the13C CSA
tensor orientation of the nonsymmetric formate ion
a-calcium formate. The single crystal study showed t
s22C is tilted out of the formate ion’s molecular plane by 12
A similar tilt was assumed fors22C in b-calcium formate.

The orientation of the2H EFG tensor inb-Ca~DCOO!2

has not been determined. However, the orientation of the2H
EFG tensor was determined for Cu~DCOO!2"4D2O by a
single crystal study.5 Those results showed thatVzz is collin-
ear with the C–D bond,Vxx is perpendicular to the plane o
the formate ion, andVyy is in the plane of the formate ion
and perpendicular toVzz andVxx . We assumed that the or
entation of the EFG tensor in Ca~DCOO!2 is close to the
orientation found in Cu~DCOO!2"4D2O. Figure 5 shows the
relative orientation of the13C CSA and2H EFG tensors in
the molecular frame, whereVzz ands33C are collinear with
the C–D bond which points out of the page. The angle
tween theVyy ands22C axes,b, will be discussed later.

B. Root-mean-square amplitudes of vibration

The WilsonGF matrix method25 is considered the stan
dard method for treating molecular vibrations. Several exc
lent books have been written that describe what follows
greater detail and show how to apply it to differe
molecules.25–27 In this section, we will briefly describe th
methods and equations used to find the mean-square a
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tudes of the vibrations of the formate ion. This overview
an abbreviated version of the summary given in Sec. 8.5
Califano’s book.26

The mean-square amplitude of a normal coordinateQi in
the harmonic approximation is given by

^Qi
2&5

h

8p2cv i
cothS hcv i

2kT D , ~2!

where k is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature in
Kelvin, h is Planck’s constant,c is the speed of light in cm/s
andv i is the harmonic vibrational frequency in cm21.

The WilsonGF matrix method requires a frame tran
formation from the normal coordinates to the symmetry~or
internal! coordinates and use of the approximate expressio28

cothx'
1

x
1

x2

4
. ~3!

The mean-square amplitude matrix of the symmetry coo
nates becomes

Ss5kTF211
h2

64p2kT
G, ~4!

where F is the force constant~F! matrix and G is the
G-matrix. For the formate ion, theF-matrix has been re-
ported, but not for calcium formate. TheF-matrices for
HCOO2 and DCOO2 have been reported for lithium for
mate; they were determined using infrared spectroscop29

Since the vibrational frequencies~and hence the force con
stants! of calcium formate13 and lithium formate29 are simi-
lar, we used theF-matrices reported for lithium formate t
calculate the mean-square amplitudes. The elements o
G-matrix can be evaluated once the geometry of the m
ecule is known. The general form of theG-matrix for planar
molecules of the formXYZ2 was previously solved.30 A
large number of generalG-matrices for different molecula
shapes have been catalogued and referenced.27 The bond dis-
tances and angles used for the calculation of theG-matrix
were r C–D51.1 Å, r C–O51.23 Å, /O–C–O5126.3°, and
/O–C–H5116.9°. These values are the averages of
reported values from an x-ray crystal structure21 except that

FIG. 5. The orientation of the formate ion with the C–D bond direct
along the normal to the page. This shows the relative orientations of the13C
chemical shift (s iiC) and2H electric field gradient (Vii ) tensors in the mo-
lecular frame.Vzz ands33C are not shown and are assumed to be along
C–D bond. The angleb535°.
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the C–D bond length is from a neutron diffraction crys
structure reported fora-calcium formate.23 The results of
these calculations found that the root-mean-square am
tudes of the out-of-plane bending mode is 861° and the
in-plane bending mode is 561°. It is difficult to estimate the
error of the above calculation; however, the listed error w
found by varying all of the bond lengths by60.2 Å.

C. Temperature dependence of spectra

Figure 3 shows the13C CSA powder patterns obtaine
from b-Ca~HCOO!2 at different temperatures. The width o
the observed powder pattern narrowed with increasing t
perature. The best-fit CSA tensor values and their errors w
determined from RMSD contour plots and are shown in F
6. The magnitudes ofs11C and s33C changed linearly with
temperature. The best-fitting line of the temperatu
dependence ofs11C had a slope of10.035 ppm/K and an
intercept of 98 ppm. The best-fitting line ofs33C had a slope
of 20.040 ppm/K and an intercept of 240 ppm. Unlikes11C

and s33C, s22C was constant with respect to temperatu
The temperature-independent behavior ofs22C and the lin-
earity in the changes ofs11C ands33C with temperature sug
gested that a harmonic motion was present inb-calcium for-
mate with its motional axis collinear with thes22C axis. Both
librations and vibrations are harmonic, but the13C CSA ten-
sor was only expected to be affected by librations becaus
is located at the center of symmetry of the formate ion31

Here, we modeled the temperature dependence of the13C

FIG. 6. The temperature-dependence of the magnitudes of the prin
elements of the13C chemical shift tensors of theb-Ca~HCOO!2 powder
sample:s11C(d), s22C(j), ands33C(l) plotted against the absolute tem
perature with the best-fitting lines~dashed lines!.
l

li-

s
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re
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.

it

CSA powder patterns as a symmetric libration abouts22C.
Using established methods,6,32 the mean-square amplitude
^a2&, was found to be given by

^a2&5
s11C2S11C

S33C2S11C
, ~5!

where S11C is s11C at absolute zero (S11C598 ppm) and
S33C is s33C at absolute zero (S33C5240 ppm). A similar
equation was derived to relate the mean-square amplitud
the temperature-dependence ofs33C. These equations pre
dicted that

^a2&5~2.660.2!31024rad2 K21 T. ~6!

From this equation, we calculated that the root-mean-squ
amplitude of the librational motion abouts22C is 1261° at
173 K and 1861° at 373 K.

To corroborate the above librational model of the m
tions in calcium formate, we determined the effects of te
perature on the motional averaging of the2H EFG tensor
using 2H NMR experiments on ab-Ca~DCOO!2 powder
sample. The librational frequencies of the protonated a
deuterated formate ions are similar so no effort was mad
account for the small mass difference.29 Figure 4~a! shows
the full-width 2H powder patterns and Fig. 4~b! shows the
expansion of the 40–70 kHz section of Fig. 4~a!. The mag-
nitudes ofVxx and Vyy decreased with increasing temper
ture. Figure 7 shows the changes ofVxx andVyy vs absolute
temperature along with the best-fitting lines~dashed lines in
Fig. 7!. The best-fitting line of the temperature-dependen
of Vxx had a slope of20.031 kHz/K and an intercept of 62.
kHz. The best-fitting line of the temperature-dependence
Vyy had a slope of20.015 kHz/K and an intercept of 61.
kHz. The changes in the EFG tensor were linearly correla
with temperature, but the magnitude of change in ofVyy was
smaller than that ofVxx . This suggested thatVyy is closer to
the motional axis ofs22C thanVxx . In order to find the angle

al

FIG. 7. The observed temperature-dependence of the components of th2H
electric field gradient tensor of ab-Ca~DCOO!2 powder sample:Vxx(d)
and Vyy(j) plotted against the absolute temperature with the best-fitt
lines ~dashed lines!. The error bars were obtained from the experimen
spectra and are6500 and6750 Hz forVxx andVyy , respectively.
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betweens22C andVyy ,Vzz was assumed to be along the C–
bond.5 This mades22C andVyy in the plane perpendicular t
the C–D bond, separated by an angle,b. To find the angleb,
equations were derived using standard methods6,32 relating
the mean-square amplitude of motion abouts22C,^a2&, the
EFG tensor elements, and the angleb. The resultant equation
is given as

sin2 b5
Vyy2Gyy

2^a2&Gyy1^a2&Gxx
, ~7!

whereGyy is Vyy at absolute zero (Gyy561.3 kHz), Gxx is
Vxx at absolute zero (Gxx562.7 kHz), and̂ a2& is the mean-
square amplitude determined from the temperatu
dependence of the13C CSA tensor. A similar expression fo
Vxx was derived and both expressions predictedb535
65°. In our initial attempts to model the temperatur
dependence of the2H EFG tensor elements, the zero-poi
vibrations were included as an additional source of motio
averaging. However, the best-fitting model did not requ
zero-point vibrations to be included.

We also attempted to characterize the averaging of
1H–13C dipolar coupling tensor with increasing temperatu
using the one-dimensional dipolar-shift technique.17 The
dipolar-shift experiments, within experimental error, show
no significant changes with temperature. This was proba
due to the poor resolution of the one-dimensional dipo
shift spectrum. However, we reevaluated the previously
ported asymmetry of the1H–13C dipolar coupling tensors o
13C labeleda-calcium formate that was detected by a mo
sensitive two-dimensional NMR technique.15 We adopted
the reported value of the dipolar coupling, the1H–13C dipo-
lar coupling tensor element orientations, and the nota
(Dxx ,Dyy ,Dzz) used in the previous work. The1H–13C di-
polar coupling tensor was assumed to be axially symme
in the absence of motion. The orientation ofDzz was as-
sumed to be along the C–H bond,Dxx was perpendicular to
the molecular plane, andDyy was in the molecular plane an
perpendicular to bothDxx and Dzz. This assumption made
Dyy coplanar withs11C and s22C and Dyy separated from
s22C by 12°. We also assumed the previous1H–13C dipolar
coupling experiments were done at 300 K as no tempera
was reported. The previous study of the1H–13C dipolar cou-
pling tensor reported motionally averaged magnitudes for
symmetrical formate ion:Dxx15210.0 kHz and Dyy1

5210.9 kHz. For the nonsymmetrical formate ion, th
found Dxx2529.2 kHz andDyy25211.3 kHz. Zero-point
vibrations predicted smaller changes in the1H–13C dipolar
coupling tensor than what was observed. The authors
gested that the additional averaging was due to unaccou
librational motions, but they did not consider the problem
detail. Using the librational model proposed in this work, w
found that Dxx529.0 kHz and Dyy5211.4 kHz. These
magnitudes agree well with those found for the nonsy
metrical formate ion ina-calcium formate, which has simila
C–O bond lengths to the formate ion inb-calcium formate.
Based on this, we conclude that the asymmetry observe
the 1H–13C dipolar coupling tensor, which was previous
attributed to vibrational motion, is in fact caused by a libr
tional motion similar to the librational motion found i
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b-calcium formate described in this work. As with the tem
perature dependence of the2H EFG tensor, the motional av
eraging of the1H–13C dipolar coupling tensor was com
pletely described by the librational motion.

In this work, a librational motion abouts22C accounted
for the temperature-dependent behavior of the spectra
b-calcium formate. The same librational motion accoun
for the previously reported asymmetry in the1H–13C dipolar
coupling tensor ofa-calcium formate. This motion is mos
likely a combination of the rocking, wagging, and bendi
librational modes,8,12,13 with the wagging mode being th
primary motion since it takes place about the molecular a
closest tos22C. Since vibrational energy levels are larg
with respect tokT, the librational motion abouts22C plays
the dominant role in the temperature-dependent motional
eraging of the nuclear spin interaction tensors of calci
formate. No additional averaging of the nuclear spin inter
tion tensors was observed in the spectra that could be at
uted to vibrations.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we studied the temperature-depend
changes of the13C chemical shift tensor and the2H EFG
tensor in b-Ca~HCOO!2 and b-Ca~DCOO!2, respectively.
We used the one-dimensional dipolar-shift spectrosc
technique to determine the orientation of the13C CSA tensor
of b-calcium formate at 173 K so that we could relate t
temperature-dependent changes to the molecular mot
causing them. We found that the least shielded tensor
ment,s33C, is parallel to the C–H bond. We also found th
orientation of the2H EFG tensor relative to the13C CSA
tensor. Using this orientational information, we demo
strated that the observed temperature-dependence of bo
the nuclear spin interaction tensors could be accounted
entirely by a librational motion about thes22C axis. Even
though vibrational motion was also considered, it had
observable effect on any of the data reported here. In ligh
these results, we reexamined previous work ona-calcium
formate that explained an observed asymmetry in the1H–13C
dipolar coupling tensor with a zero-point vibrational mod
and found that the librational model presented here fit
data better than the previously proposed vibrational mod
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